
Continuing our journey north on the Danube, on Monday we visited Belgrade. We started with a four hour tour of the city dur-

ing which we spent about 45 minutes in the fortress high above the Danube and Salva Rivers. This has existed for centuries and 

has been overtaken and re-captured dozens (maybe hundreds) of times over the years and is therefore a symbol not only for 

the city but the entire country. Our guide referred to Serbia as the crossroads of Europe and it is not difficult to see why this 

particular city was key with its strategic location and impressive position on the hillside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also visited St Sasa Cathedral – a work in progress for almost a 

century but billed as the second largest Orthodox cathedral in the 

world. The outside looks essentially complete but the inside is still 

to be finished and decorated, so services are held her only very 

infrequently. It will have room for 12,000 worshippers when fin-

ished.   

We spent time in the central part of town and thought it was per-

haps the most impressive of the cities we have visited so far on this 

cruise. It has many wide boulevards, lots of green (38% we were 

told) and some buildings that would fit well in Vienna or Paris. 

It had a an air of prosperity about it, although it too (as with 

those in Bulgaria and Romania) is still re-building following 

the Communist era, although it was never a Soviet state. Of 

more importance, Belgrade is still re-building and restoring 

following the Balkans war of the 1990s, which led to the ulti-

mate breakup of Yugoslavia. However, that separation does 

not seem to have been widely accepted by Serbians who still feel nostalgic for the Tito days. 

In the early evening we listened to a talk by a local professor about the history of Croatia and learned something of the events 

of the past 1000+ years that (by his reckoning) were ultimately responsible for the war between Croatia (where we would be 

tomorrow) and Serbia – and the ultimate breakup of Yugoslavia.  



Tuesday morning was spent sailing morning. After docking in Vukovar, 

Croatia we took a bus through the town – which had suffered very badly 

in the war and is now much less important than it had been in its prior 

history. This was the first place attacked by the Serbs and there remains 

here a water tower proudly flying the Croatian flag which was placed 

there by a young local boy as a sign of resistance when the fighting start-

ed. 

On the drive from Vukovar 

to Osijek - a much larger 

city and one that seems to 

have recovered a little 

more from the war – we 

learned the Croatian side of the story from our guide who was as passionate as 

those we had listened to in Serbia. All the talks, however, have attempted to be 

impartial and not to show continuing animosity to the neighbors but it is clear 

that distrust still exists on both sides. What is equally clear – at least from those 

who remember – is that Yugoslavia provides generally good memories of happier 

and more stable times. 

We also stopped along the way in a small village that had been almost complete-

ly destroyed in the war and from which residents had been evacuated or forcedly 

removed. We went in small groups of about eight to visit a home. The lady of the 

house for our group was about 60 years old and spoke excellent English. She and 

her young children had been evacuated to Hungary where they spent about sev-

en years before being allowed to return home – or to what was left of their 

home. They have since completely rebuilt the house and furnished it much as it 

had been in 1990. It is now a beautiful home with a fantastic garden and she runs a small B&B there. 

In Osijek, we spent about an hour in and around the old fortress. As with 

Belgrade, Osijek sits in a strategically important position above the River 

Drava and has seen many attempts to be overtaken through the centuries. In 

fact, not only was it part of the Ottoman Empire for a long time but was part 

of the Hapsburg and Austro-Hungarian Empires. Many of the buildings in the 

city are reminiscent of those in Budapest and Vienna. 

We also visited the Church of St Joseph and not only did we see the interior 

of a beautiful facility but we were treated to a short concert by a 20 year old 

student (Osijek has a large university) who had a beautiful voice and accom-

panied herself on the piano. 

The town (or the part we visited) didn’t appear to be very big (although we 

were told it has 100,000 inhabitants) and was very quiet, but I got the im-

pression that it would be worthy of more than our one hour stay. 

On Wednesday we were awakened just before 6:30 (we had been warned) 

as we had just entered Hungary and, it being a Schengen country, we had to 

present our passports to the local authorities. It was a very quick and pain-

less procedure but one that would have been more accepted two hours lat-

er! 

We docked in the Hungarian town of Kalocsa which is the center of the pap-
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rika growing area of the country and one of the oldest towns in Hungary. 

We drove first through the edge of town to the old part where we 

walked a short distance to the cathedral – another dedicated to St Jo-

seph. The church was quite spectacular in its own right but the highlight 

was a short organ recital, which was excellent. 

We were then driven another 20 minutes or so to see the Horseman of 

Puszta where we saw a very interesting show of horsemanship in a large 

arena and which was very reminiscent of Cossack horse shows we have 

seen in the past. This is perhaps not surprising as many of the Hungari-

ans originally came from the east and specifically in this case from Mon-

golia. 

This was our last night on the ship and, as usual, Viking 

did themselves proud by providing a cocktail hour, a 

great final dinner and a Hungarian show to complete the 

evening. I suspect most passengers, including us, were not ready to leave and we envied those staying with the Viking Lif all 

the way to Amsterdam. 

When we woke up on Thursday morning we were already docked in Budapest. We had our final breakfast on board and then 

left on a six hour city tour. This included the castle area on the Buda side of the Danube as well as the central downtown area 

in Pest. We saw the magnificent St Matthias cathedral (actually next door to our hotel), the citadel and many other fine build-

ings and had some fantastic views over the entire city from the hilly Buda area. 

We then crossed one of the seven bridges connecting Buda and Pest (all relatively new or reconstructed as each was bombed 

as the Germans left the city in 1945) and spent 1 1/2 hours in the huge indoor market where we also had lunch. We were driv-

en to Heroes Square and past the iconic Parliament Buildings along the river side and then taken to the Hilton hotel where we 
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are to stay two nights. Our tour is officially complete now and we are essentially on our own for the time in Budapest and then 

in Prague. 

One interesting question about this beautiful city and its many wonderful buildings was answered today by our guide on the 

organized tour earlier. Why would a city of two million in a country of no more than ten million have such a vast number of 

churches, castles, palaces, official buildings and enormous squares and monuments? The answer is partly because it was once 

part of the very powerful Austro-Hungarian Empire but equally because the country has shrunk in size (by about 2/3 in land 

area, and in population by a half) due to recent wars and political changes that have occurred throughout Europe. Hungary 

used to comprise the land she owns today but also quite 

large parts of what are now neighboring independent coun-

tries so its overall power has diminished significantly but 

(fortunately for tourists and locals alike) its “Empire Days” 

architecture remains. 

On Friday we decided on a tour of the Castle area of Buda, not only 

because of its interest but because we were right in the heart of it 

where we were staying. We literally walked out of the hotel and 

began the tour. Right outside our hotel, for example, was the mas-

sive cathedral we had visited yesterday (St Matthias) and the Fish-

erman’s Bastion. The latter is a 19th century monument to the fish-

ermen of Buda who were also part of its army defending this area 

above the river, and it is a major tourist attraction due to the fan-

tastic views it affords of the city of Budapest and the River Danube. 

The castle (which has existed here since medieval times in one form 

or another and probably sits on even earlier fortresses) has been 

built and re-built five times over the centuries, the latest time being 

after World War II. We have been told at almost every stop on the 

eight day river cruise that the city or state we were visiting was “the center of Europe” or “the cross-roads of the World”. Obvi-

ously each could put forward a plausible argument for its claim and of course the River Danube played a large part in whatever 

title might be chosen. However, Hungary – and specifically Budapest – can and does make similar claims which are supported 

by the number of times it has been attacked and defended right up to very recent times under Soviet rule.  

We walked all the way around the grounds of the vast fortress (now primarily museums) on the steep hillside and once again 

had magnificent views in all directions. Equally interesting, however, were the smaller buildings and the history that they in-

clude. Thanks to a good guide book, we were able to not only admire the facades but understand a little of the reason for their 

existence and some of the culture and politics of the area. For example, one street here had been the Jewish ghetto but is now 

a rather exclusive residential area. Our walk covered a little over four miles and took us about four hours to complete; not ex-

actly an Olympic pace but nevertheless a very interesting and beautiful area to visit.  

Our final evening in Budapest was spent at a very nice courtyard restaurant – a great meal as a fitting end to our visit to this 

beautiful city once again.  
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On Saturday we took the train from Budapest to Prague, passing through Slovakia and, for the most part, following the River 

Danube. It was a 6 ½ hour ride but the time went by quickly as we passed some beautiful countryside. 

On Sunday and today (Monday) we spent two relatively full days sightseeing in the beautiful city of Prague. We have been here 

on two [previous occasions so it was pleasant to pick a few highlights and see them at our own pace. 

We bought Hop on/Hop off bus tickets and started with the Downtown Tour. This took us across the River Vlata (Moldau) and 

up to the castle area. We planned to spend a longer time here on Monday so we continued back to the Old Town and took the 

included one hour river cruise. This gave us a good overall view of both sides of the river and it was very pleasant sitting on the 

open top deck – with a beer in hand! 

After the boat trip we walked into Old Town and found a very nice sidewalk 

café for lunch and an equally nice place for people watching. And, on a sun-

ny and warm Sunday afternoon, there were lots of people to watch – local 

families and tourists from all over the world. 

Prague was quickly occupied by the Nazis at the very beginning of World 

War II and  suffered very little bombing, except towards the very end. Con-

sequently it is perhaps the only major European city that has maintained 

the vast majority of its buildings that had been built over its 1000 year his-

tory. And what an impressive collection of architecture it is; from the mas-

sive fortress to the “100 spires”, to the cathedrals and synagogues and to 

the marvelous entertainment and civic buildings. Every street contains 

many buildings that would be a major tourist attraction almost anywhere else and it is impossible not to get a good picture no 

matter where a camera is pointed. Despite 40 years of Soviet occupation and the occasional concrete monstrosity from that 

era, the city is stunningly beautiful. It seems even more beautiful now on our third visit as the dirt and grime of the Communist 

era has mostly been removed and most buildings are now clean and apparently freshly painted and decorated.  

Although there are many cities that can boast their beauty, particularly in Europe, if one wanted to see architecture at its finest 

and most prolific, Prague must surely be the one city to visit. And today, after the end of Communism and the peaceful 

breakup between the Czech Republic and Slovakia, Prague seems to be very prosperous. It is a wonderful city.  

It was much warmer and more humid today (Monday) as we took the Metro once again to Wenceslas Square where we had 

breakfast. Then we took the Hop on/Hop off bus to the entrance to the castle high on the hill overlooking the river. Actually 

the Castle is a walled area with many buildings, two magnificent churches and lots of cobbled streets to wander and admire. 

We planned to spend most of our sightseeing day here. 

Once inside the grounds our first major stop was at the Cathedral of St Vitas. This is an enormous structure was built over hun-

dreds of years, beginning in the 13th Century, and consequently has three distinct types of architecture. It has some beautiful 
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stained glass windows – most of which are quite modern – and a number of Dignitaries from the past are commemorated and/

or buried here, including King Wenceslas. 

It is interesting that, 

under Communism 

this was no longer a 

place of worship and 

became more a sym-

bol of the city and a 

tourist destination. 

Since the 1980s the 

Church and State 

have debated who 

should have owner-

ship and apparently 

have only recently reached a compromise in which both will share re-

sponsibility and ownership. It would appear that there are now some ser-

vices held here. We have been told that the Czech Republic is by far the 

most atheistic country in Europe (over 60% declared) so perhaps no one is 

too upset with the state of affairs. Regardless, it is a beautiful building. 

 

The Church of St George (still within the castle) is even older than St Vitas, 

having been built originally in the late ninth century. It is much more 

sparsely decorated and simple in form but nevertheless a lovely, rather 

small (by European standards) church. 

Finally within the walls (actually built in to the walls) is a series of small 

houses that collectively are known as the Golden Walk. It was originally 

thought that the name derived from this being a place where alchemists 

were trying to convert base metals into gold, but it seems more likely that 

it was based more on its commercial prosperity. Certainly that may be the 

case today as each home now is filled with souvenirs for the million plus 

tourists 

that visit 

each year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On leaving the castle we took the bus back to Old Town, had lunch at a sidewalk café and spent a little more time in this spec-
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tacular area of Prague. That ended our two weeks in Eastern and Central Europe from Bucharest to Prague. It has been a really 

interesting visit to countries that have emerged from the Soviet era at differing rates but each having a story to tell about that 

time but equally having centuries of history and culture to show, 

Tomorrow we fly to England for our summer visit and will spend the next six weeks there before returning home at the end of 

August. 

 

We hope that these two posts have provided some interesting reading and invite you to visit www.TykesAbroad.com for both 

posts and—eventually—the full journal of this trip. 

That’s it from Prague. 

Bob and Molly 
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